A life with violence in it...

The way in which violence has affected my personal life the most would be in the relationship that my mother and I have as of right now. This is because as a teen, a youth, and a kid I want to be able to go out with friends to do little things like go shopping or even to the movies. But most of the times I stay home because my mother doesn't feel safe enough to let me go out on my own. All this because of all the violence everywhere. My life and the life of many more people would totally be different if there wasn't so much violence out in the streets. Teens being killed and mothers losing their children. The fear my mother has of one day getting a call to inform her that her daughter was killed or has gone missing. All this because of violence.

This days violence is really everywhere at anytime. Violence this days really has no ending and in my opinion it should be stop before more lives are lose. Gangs try to recruit kids. The kids don't want to be part of the gang and in most cases they use violence to try to change their mind and when that doesn't work they simply kill them. Another cause for youth violence are parents. Those parents that have kids and
Realize that they are not responsible for their future or in some cases their present. These type of parents make their kids feel like they need to do things like act violent and all they wanted in the first place was to get some love from their parents. This type of cases are sad because parents may realize when it's too late to help their kid.

I been thinking about violence and what are things that a teen like me could do to stop violence and after my experience a few days ago I started thinking and I came up with some ideas. The incident that involved violence was when a drunk and angry man attacked my grandmother's house. I was very scared and I thought to myself. One of the ideas that I thought of was having assemblies at schools and talk about what could become of people that to them violence was the first thing they thought about when they had any type of problem. I believe that this type of assemblies should be in the regimen of kids education because most kids quit school in high school. Police should be included in this assemblies and they can talk about how lives are lose due to violence. Overall violence should be stop as soon as possible because we don't want more lives lose.